
Reference Management 
Software:



Learning outcome

In this module you will learn how to:

• Install Mendeley.

• Create your Mendeley library.

• Add references to your Mendeley library.

• Manage and organize your documents and 
references.

• Create bibliographies/reference list.

• Use Mendeley with Microsoft Word.
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Mendeley is a desktop and web program for 
managing and sharing research papers,

discovering research data and collaborating 
online.

It requires the user to store all basic citation 
data on its servers—storing copies of 
documents is at the user's discretion.

What is Mendeley? 
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 Generate citations and bibliographies in Microsoft Word,

LibreOffice, and BibTeX.

Free and fully compatible with

 Microsoft Word 2007, 2010, 2013.

 Mac Word 2011.

 LibreOffice.

 BibTeX.

 Create bibliographies instantly

Cite seamlessly without leaving Word.

Format your citations and bibliography

according to your chosen style.

 Quick and simple installation

Install the Word Plugin in 3 clicks.

Reference Manager : Mendeley

https://www.mendeley.com/features/reference-manager/
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 Citation styles for thousands of 

journals

Quickly search and select your citation style 

from a rapidly growing community managed 

database, or create new styles with the new 

CSL Editor.

 Flexible formatting

Hanging indents, the use of “Ibid.”, author 

disambiguation. Mendeley looks after the 

details of creating a bibliography so you can 

focus on writing.

 Collaborate on bibliographies

Share bibliographies with your colleagues 

through a private group. Any member can 

add or edit any cited references.

https://www.mendeley.com/citationstyles/
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Type of citation that 
available 
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Open PDFs and capture your thoughts through sticky notes and 

highlights.

 Save time navigating PDFs

Open multiple PDFs in separate

tabs. Read, take notes and switch

back to your research library

instantly.

 Save and print annotations

All your annotations can be saved

within your PDFs, so when you print

them out, your ideas travel with you.

Read and Annotate

https://www.mendeley.com/features/read-and-annotate/
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 Annotate and highlight

No more need for hand-written notes, sticky

notes and highlighter pens. You can now

annotate, highlight, and add sticky notes

directly to your PDFs.

 Share annotations with others

Simply create a private group, add

colleagues and start sharing. Every time you

add notes or highlight a paper, it will be

visible to members of the group.
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Import and organize PDFs from your computer, EndNote™, 

Papers or Zotero.

Add and Organize

 Organized PDFs

Organizing your PDFs doesn’t have to

be a chore. Let Mendeley do it for you.

Identify recently added papers, add

favorites in a click and store them in

multiple folders.

 Comprehensive search

Mendeley searches across the full-text

of your research library and results

appear instantly as you type.

https://www.mendeley.com/features/add-and-organize/
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 Easily sorted

When you add PDFs, we instantly scan them to identify the 

author, title, journal and other information by matching the PDF's 

contents with our global research library. 

Intuitive navigation

No more complicated file names. Navigate your research library 

through relevant fields like Author, Title, Publisher and Journal.



Download Mendeley Software

Google: download Mendeley
software

Go to Mendeley official 
website 

1
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Choose the  right operating 
system
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Follow the simple step 
as shown below 
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Mendeley Desktop – windows version 



Section to organize the 
articles

Section to 
filter the 
articles

List of articles  

Details of 
the 

articles 


